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Abstract
In this paper we study the existence of multiple-layer solutions to the elliptic
Allen-Cahn equation in hyperbolic space:
−∆Hnu+ F
′(u) = 0;
here F is a nonnegative double-well potential with nondegenerate minima. We
prove that for any collection of widely separated, non-intersecting hyperplanes
in Hn, there is a solution to this equation which has nodal set very close to this
collection of hyperplanes. Unlike the corresponding problem in Rn, there are
no constraints beyond the separation parameter.
1 Introduction
Let f be a scalar function on R which is the derivative of a nondegenerate double-well
potential F , i.e. F (s) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ R; F−1(0) = {±1} and F ′′(±1) > 0. Associated
to this function is the Allen-Cahn equation
−∆u+ f(u) = 0, (1)
which models phase transitions, grain boundaries and other physical and geometric
phenomena. As is common in this subject, we assume that F is monotone decreas-
ing on (−∞,−1) and monotone increasing on (1,∞), and since its regularity is not
particularly germane to our work, we also assume that F ∈ C∞(R).
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This equation has most frequently been studied on domains Ω ⊂ Rn or else on all
of Rn. In these investigations it is standard to consider the family of scaled equations
−∆u+
1
ǫ2
f(u) = 0, (2)
especially in the limit as ǫց 0. Notice that (2) is equivalent to (1) for the equation
on all of Rn by dilation, but these problems are inequivalent on a fixed bounded
domain. If uǫ is a solution which is energy-minimizing in an appropriate sense, then
one is interested in the location of the nodal set {uǫ = 0}. Under rather general hy-
potheses, the limit of this nodal set as ǫց 0 is a minimal or constant mean curvature
hypersurface, at least in a weak sense. Another closely related and important aspect
of this problem is its relationship to the De Giorgi conjecture, which asks whether an
entire solution to (1) on Rn which is monotone in one direction necessarily depends
on only one variable. The validity of this in low dimensions and its failure in high
dimensions is the analogue of the Bernstein theorem for minimal graphs in Rn, n ≤ 8.
The literature on these problems in Euclidean space is immense, and we cite only [4]
and references therein.
It is also of interest to study (1) with respect to different ambient geometries, in
particular to see how curvature properties affect the existence and nature of solutions.
Some results in positive curvature were obtained in [2], [3] while the first author and
Birindelli [1] studied these problems in hyperbolic space, focusing on the analogue
of the De Giorgi conjecture in that setting. Amongst the results obtained there
is the existence of a unique ‘one-dimensional’ solution U0 of this equation on H
n,
depending only on the signed distance from a totally geodesic hyperplane, as well
as its uniqueness amongst all bounded solutions with the same asymptotic boundary
values. The function U0 takes the values +1 and −1 on two (open) hemispheres
of Sn−1, the sphere at infinity; indeed (since the problem is conformally invariant),
this also characterizes solutions which have asymptotic boundary values on any two
disjoint open spherical caps, the union of the closures of which is all of Sn−1. Once
the background metric is no longer Euclidean, the study of the problems (1) and (2)
are quite different.
A fairly recent paper by Pisante and Ponsiglione [6] proves existence of a broad
class of solutions to (2) in Hn. (That paper contains a discussion and references
concerning motivation for studying this problem on hyperbolic space coming from
Yang-Mills theory.) Just as there are many more complete properly embedded min-
imal hypersurfaces in Hn than in Rn, so too can one find many solutions of the
Allen-Cahn equation in Hn with various specified asymptotic boundary behaviours.
One of the results they prove is that if S ⊂ Sn−1 is any smooth hypersurface with
Sn−1 \ S = Ω+ ∪Ω− the union of two open sets, then there exists a solution uǫ to (2)
with uǫ → ±1 on Ω
±. They use a barrier method, which is quite effective but does
not control the nodal set of uǫ away from S
n−1 when ǫ > 0. Their main interest is in
establishing that as ǫ ց 0, this nodal set approaches the complete minimal surface
with asymptotic boundary on S.
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Our goal in this paper is to give a quite different construction of solutions of (1)
which allows one to estimate the nodal set of u rather precisely without taking a
limit in ǫ. The solutions we construct this way are, admittedly, quite limited, but the
simplicity of the proof and the possible further uses of the linear estimates we derive
here hopefully make the case that this argument is worth recording. Let H1, . . . , Hk
denote a disjoint collection of totally geodesic hyperplanes in Hn, and let ∂Hj = Sj ;
this is a copy of a subsphere Sn−2 ⊂ Sn−1 (this is ‘round’ but not necessarily totally
geodesic so long as n > 2, but when n = 2 it just consists of a pair of points).
Write Sn−1 \ (
⋃
j Sj) = Ω
±, so each of these open sets is a disjoint collection of open
conformal ‘annuli’. Assuming that the mutual distances of the Hj are all sufficiently
large, we construct solutions of (1) which assume the asymptotic boundary values
±1 on Ω±; these solutions have nodal sets which are quantifiably close to the union
of hyperplanes ∪Hj . The method of proof is a rather simple gluing argument where
the constituent pieces are the one-dimensional solutions of [1]. The key step of the
proof involves some new linear estimates for Schro¨dinger-type operators on Hn with
a ‘stratified medium’ type structure; these estimates are of independent interest since
there are no previous results, to our knowledge, concerning mapping properties for
Schro¨dinger operators on Hn where the potential has this type of structure.
Our result should be contrasted with a gluing result due to del Pino, Kowalczyk,
Pacard and Wei [5] for (1) in R2. A key discovery in that paper is that the nodal sets
‘feel’ one another in the sense that in order to carry out the gluing, the ratios of the
distances between these different layers must satisfy a nontrivial nonlinear equation
which balances the configuration. No such interlayer effects appear in this hyperbolic
setting. The explanation is simply that the layers are much more clearly separated,
particularly out near infinity. This sort of effect is well-known in many geometric and
analytic problems in hyperbolic space.
We anticipate that it is possible to carry out a somewhat more involved gluing
argument to establish the existence of solutions of (1) which have asymptotic bound-
ary values ±1 on the components of a general decomposition Sn−1 = Ω+ ∪Ω−, where
Ω+ ∩ Ω− = S is a smooth hypersurface. Although this is the same result as in [6],
the gluing method would (as here) give good control of the location of the nodal set.
A more interesting and new direction is to study the vector-valued analogue of (1)
in Hn. A special case is the Ginzburg-Landau equation, where u is valued in C and
W = (1−|u|2) is nondegenerate on {|z| = 1} in the Morse-Bott sense. The analogues
of the one-dimensional solutions from [1] and the interesting classes of asymptotic
boundary values on Sn−1 which these vortices might attain is not yet known. We
hope to return to this elsewhere.
The authors are grateful to the referee, whose comments were very helpful.
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2 The single layer problem
Hyperbolic space Hn is a warped product of the real line and a hyperbolic space of
one lower dimension, R×Hn−1, with metric
g = dt2 + cosh2 t gHn−1.
The submanifold {t = 0} is a totally geodesic hyperplane H , and the function t is
the signed distance from H . In these coordinates,
∆Hn = ∂
2
t + (n− 1) tanh t ∂t + sech
2 t∆Hn−1.
The paper [1] contains a construction of a special solution U0 of (1) on H
n depending
only on the variable t, which thus satisfies the ODE
U ′′0 (t) + (n− 1) tanh t U
′
0(t)− f(U0(t)) = 0. (3)
In this section we prove mapping properties on certain weighted Ho¨lder spaces for
the operator
L0 = ∂
2
t + (n− 1) tanh t ∂t + sech
2 t∆Hn−1 − f
′(U0(t)), (4)
which is the linearization of (1) at U0(t).
As proved in [1], the function U0 is unique amongst solutions of (3) which tend
to −1 as t → −∞ and to +1 as t → +∞. We now establish a few more properties
about this solution. First, while it is proved in [1] that U0 is monotone, i.e. U
′
0(t) ≥ 0
for all t, it is in fact the case that U ′0(t) > 0 for all t. Indeed, if this were not the
case, i.e. if U ′0(t0) = 0 for some t0, then U
′
0 would reach a strict minimum there, so
that U ′′0 (t0) = 0. However, inserting U
′
0(t0) = U
′′
0 (t0) = 0 in (3) gives f(U0(t0)) = 0,
so that u(t) ≡ U0(t0) would be another solution with the same Cauchy data at t0,
which is impossible.
Next, let f ′(±1) = γ±, and define
−β± = −
n− 1
2
−
√
(n− 1)2
4
+ γ± .
This is the negative root of the equation λ2 + (n − 1)λ − γ± = 0. Notice that
−β± < −(n− 1); this will be important later. Differentiating (3) gives
L0U
′
0(t) = −(n− 1) sech
2 t U ′0(t) < 0.
On the other hand, for t ≥ T ≫ 0,
L0e
−β+t = (β2+ − (n− 1)β+ tanh t− f
′(U0(t)))e
−β+t
= (n− 1)β+(1− tanh t) + (γ+ − f
′(U0(t)))e
−β+t > 0,
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since f ′(U0(t))ր f
′(1) = γ+. This gives that L0(Ce
−β+t −U ′0(t)) > 0 for t ≥ T , so if
we choose C > 0 so that Ce−β+T ≥ U ′0(T ), then U
′
0(t) ≤ Ce
−β+t for t ≥ T . A similar
argument gives U ′0(t) ≤ Ce
−β−|t| for t ≤ −T . Now integrate from t to ∞ or −∞ to
get that
|1∓ U0(t)| ≤ Ce
−β±|t|
as |t| → ∞. Working slightly more carefully, one can even show that
1− U0 = c+e
−β+t +O(e−(β++ǫ)t), t→∞,
1 + U0 = c−e
−β−|t| +O(e−(β−+ǫ)|t|), t→ −∞,
for some ǫ > 0. The fact that there are different exponential rates at ±∞ is often
irrelevant below, so we set β = min{β+, β−} (so β > n − 1), and have proved that
U0(t) = ±1 +O(e
−β|t|) as t→ ±∞.
We show finally that U0 is strictly stable on L
2(R; (cosh t)n−1dt), or in other words,
the L2 spectrum of the operator −L0 is contained in the open half-line (0,∞). In
concrete terms, this means that there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all φ ∈
C∞0 (R), ∫
R
(−L0φ)φ (cosh t)
n−1dt ≥ c
∫
R
|φ|2 (cosh t)n−1dt.
First using ∂2t + (n− 1) tanh t ∂t = (cosh t)
1−n∂t((cosh t)
n−1∂t), we have∫
R
(−L0φ)φ (cosh t)
n−1dt =
∫
R
(
|∂tφ|
2 + f ′(U0)|φ|
2
)
(cosh t)n−1dt.
Since f ′(U0(t)) ≥ c
′ > 0 for |t| ≥ T ≫ 0, we see that if φ is supported in {|t| ≥ T},
then the right hand side is bounded from below by c′
∫
|φ|2(cosh t)n−1 dt. In particular,
spec(−L0) ∩ (−∞, c
′) is discrete and finite.
Suppose that λ0 is the lowest eigenvalue of −L0, and the corresponding eigenfunc-
tion is φ0 > 0. Write ψ = U
′
0(t) and set w = φ0/ψ. By a short calculation,
w′′ +
(
(n− 1) tanh t+ 2ψ−1ψ′
)
w′ + (λ0 − (n− 1) sech
2 t)w = 0.
The same asymptotic analysis from above shows that if λ0 < 0, then |φ0(t)| ≤
Ce−(β±+ǫ)|t| for some ǫ > 0 as t → ±∞ so that |w| → 0, and this is ruled out by
the maximum principle.
We have now proved that−L0 ≥ 0 and there is at most an isolated (and necessarily
simple) eigenvalue at 0. If this eigenvalue were to exist, then the range of −L0 would
be a closed subspace of codimension 1. Thus to rule out this zero mode, it suffices
to prove that the range of −L0 is dense, and to do this it suffices to show that
L0u = f has a solution u ∈ L
2 for every f ∈ C∞0 . For this we use the strictly positive
supersolution w = U ′0. By domain monotonicity, the lowest eigenvalue of −L0 on
[−T, T ] with Dirichlet boundary conditions is strictly positive, so for each T there
exists a unique uT which vanishes at the endpoints and which solves L0uT = f on this
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interval. Now choose C > 0 so that f±C(n−1) sech2 t ψ ≥ 0. Then L0(uT−Cψ) ≥ 0
and in addition uT − Cψ ≤ 0 at t = ±T , so uT ≤ Cψ uniformly in T . Similarly,
L0(uT + Cψ) ≤ 0 and uT + Cψ ≥ 0 at t = ±T , so uT ≥ −Cψ. These bounds are
uniform in T , so we may pass to the limit and obtain a function u on R which satisfies
L0u = f and |u| ≤ Cψ. Finally, since ψ ∈ L
2(R; (cosh t)n−1dt), so does u. We have
now proved that 0 is not an eigenvalue of −L0, hence −L0 ≥ c > 0 as claimed.
It follows directly that U0 is a strictly stable solution of the PDE (4) on L
2(Hn).
Indeed, by Fubini’s theorem, integrating separately in R and Hn−1, we obtain
∫
Hn
(−L0φ)φ dVHn =∫
Hn−1
∫
R
(
|∂tφ|
2 + f ′(U0)|φ|
2 + sech2 t |∇Hn−1φ|
2
)
(cosh t)n−1 dtdvHn−1
≥ c
∫
Hn−1
∫
R
|φ|2 (cosh t)n−1 dtdvHn−1
(5)
simply because sech2 t|∇Hn−1φ|
2 ≥ 0.
Altogether we have proved the
Proposition 2.1. The operator −L0 is self-adjoint, strictly positive, and invertible
on L2(Hn, dVHn).
We now study the solvability of L0 acting between the weighted Ho¨lder spaces
Ck,αµ,δ (H
n, H) := sech(µt)ρδCk,α(Hn) =
{
u = sech(µt)ρδu˜, u˜ ∈ Ck,α(Hn)
}
.
Here Ck,α is the ordinary Ho¨lder space on Hn (to be concrete, the norm is the supre-
mum over all balls of radius 1 of the Ho¨lder norm on those balls defined with respect
to the hyperbolic metric), the weight function sech µt is self-explanatory, and ρ is a
defining function for the boundary of Hn−1 in the ball model (equivalently, we can
use sech r where r is the distance function in Hn−1 from a fixed point o) which is
independent of t.
We now state and prove the main result of this section. The situation for n ≥ 3
is slightly different than for n = 2, so we begin with the former.
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that n ≥ 3; fix any δ ∈ (0, 1
2
(n−2)) and µ ∈ (0, β). Then
L0 : C
2,α
µ,δ (H
n, H) −→ C0,αµ,δ (H
n, H)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It suffices to construct a supersolution v which satisfies A1 sech(µt)ρ
δ ≤ v ≤
A′1 sech(µt)ρ
δ and L0v ≤ −C sech(µt)ρ
δ for some A1, A
′
1, C > 0. Indeed, if we have
done this, then we can argue as follows. Choose an increasing sequence R1 < R2 <
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. . .→∞ and let Bj denote the ball of radius Rj around some fixed point o ∈ H
n. If
h ∈ C0,αµ,δ , then consider the sequence of Dirichlet problems
L0uj = h on Bj , uj|∂Bj = 0.
By Proposition 2.1 and domain monotonicity, there is a unique solution to this
equation. Given the supersolution above, choose A2 > 0 sufficiently large so that
|h| ≤ A2C sech(µt)ρ
δ. Then
L0(uj + A2v) ≤ h−A2C sech(µt)ρ
δ ≤ 0,
and uj+A2v ≥ 0 on ∂Bj . Thus uj+A2v is a supersolution for L0 which is nonnegative
on ∂Bj so uj + A2v ≥ 0 on all of Bj, or equivalently, uj ≥ −A2A
′
1 sech(µt)ρ
δ inde-
pendently of j. A similar argument gives an upper bound which is also independent
of j. We conclude that |uj| ≤ C‖h‖0 ≤ C‖h‖0,α,µ,δ with C independent of j. Now
use local elliptic regularity, the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and a standard diagonalization
argument to obtain a subsequence which converges in C2,α on every compact set and
which still satisfies this uniform C0 bound. The limit function u clearly satisfies the
same bound too.
We turn to the construction of the supersolution. We first recall that since δ < (n−
2)/2, there exists a function φδ > 0 on H
n−1 which satisfies ∆Hn−1φδ = −δ(n−2−δ)φδ
and φδ ∼ ρ
δ as ρ → 0, see [7]. This generalized eigenfunction (where ‘generalized’
means simply that it is not in L2) can be taken to be spherically symmetric with
respect to some basepoint o ∈ Hn−1. Now consider the product U ′0(t)φδ(z); this
satisfies
L0(U
′
0φδ) = −((n− 1) + δ(n− 2− δ)) sech
2 tU ′0φδ < 0.
However, as |t| → ∞, U ′0(t) ∼ e
−β|t|, which decays much faster than e−µ|t|. On the
other hand, for the stated range of values of µ, e−µ|t| is a supersolution of L0 in the
region |t| ≥ T for T > 0 sufficiently large.
We combine these as follows. First calculate that
L0((U
′
0 + ǫ)φδ) = − sech
2 t ((n− 1) + δ(n− 2− δ))U ′0(t)φδ
− ǫ
(
f ′(U0) + δ(n− 2− δ) sech
2 t
)
φδ.
Thus given any T > 0 we can choose ǫ > 0 sufficiently small so that the right hand
side of this is bounded by −Cφδ in the range |t| ≤ T . On the other hand,
L0e
−µ|t| = (µ2 − (n− 1)µ− γ±)e
−µ|t| +O(e−βT ), when t ≥ T, resp. t ≤ −T,
and since µ < β, this is bounded by −Ce−µ|t| for |t| ≥ T .
Now set
v(t, z) = min{(U ′0(t) + ǫ)φδ(z), e
−µ|t|}.
This satisfies all the required properties.
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The difficulty when n = 2 is that the functions φδ are no longer available to
us, and indeed, the operator ∆Hn−1 is simply the Laplacian on R, and hence has no
nonconstant positive supersolutions. Therefore, we establish the corresponding result
without requiring any decay in the Hn−1 = R direction. In the following, we let
Ck,αµ (H
2, H) = sech(µt)Ck,α(H2).
Proposition 2.3. Fix µ ∈ (0, β). Then
L0 : C
2,α
µ (H
2, H) −→ C0,αµ (H
n, H)
is an isomorphism.
The proof is essentially the same as what was done above, but now using the
supersolution v = min{U ′0(t) + ǫ, e
−µ|t|}.
3 Multiple layer configurations
We now turn to the construction and analysis of multiple layer approximate solutions
for (1), and the proof that these may be perturbed to exact solutions. There are three
steps to this. First we construct a family of approximate solutions to this equation,
uH. Here uH vanishes along a collectionH = {H1, . . . , HN} of disjoint totally geodesic
hyperplanes. Denoting the minimum of the distances between any pair of elements of
this collection by DH, we then show that the linearization LH of (1) at uH is always
Fredholm on certain weighted Ho¨lder spaces. If DH is sufficiently large, then LH is
invertible on these spaces, and moreover, the norm of its inverse is uniformly bounded
as DH →∞. From here it is a simple matter to perturb uH to an actual solution of
the Allen-Cahn equation.
Approximate solutions
To begin, suppose that H = H1∪ . . .∪HN be a collection of mutually disjoint totally
geodesic hyperplanes in Hn. Write Hn \ H = ∪Ωj , where each Ωj is a connected
open set in Hn bounded by some number of the Hj and some portion of the sphere
at infinity. We claim that it is possible to ‘label’ the components Ωj with values +1
and −1 in such a way that if Ωi and Ωj share some common boundary Hℓ, then they
have opposite sign. To prove this, we use induction on N . The claim is obvious when
N = 1, and if we have established it for some value of N and if H is a collection of
N+1 disjoint hyperplanes, then one of the Hj ∈ H is ‘outermost’ in the sense that all
of the remaining Hi ∈ H lie in one component of H
n \Hj, while the other component
contains no element of H. Choose a labelling for Hn \ (H \ {Hj}). Then exactly one
of these components contains Hj, and whatever the sign attached to this component,
we assign the opposite sign to the other, ‘outer’, component of Hn \Hj .
For each Hj, choose a hyperbolic isometry ϕj which carries Hj to a fixed totally
geodesic hyperplane. If U0(t) is the single-layer solution of (1) associated to H , then
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we let uj = ϕ
∗
jU0; thus uj is simply the single layer solution associated to Hj. Note
that there are actually two possibilities for uj, depending on the orientation of ϕj, or
equivalently, which side of Hj is carried to which side of H .
To define the approximate solution uH, choose uj for each Hj ∈ H1 so that uj
tends to 1 on the side of Hj which is labelled +1 and uj tends to −1 on the side of
Hj which is labelled −1. We then glue together these various uj as follows. For each
j, define the set Vj which consists of the points which are closer to Hj than to any
other Hi. The complement E = H
n \∪jVj consists of all points which are equidistant
to at least two of the Hj. Let Uj be a slight enlargement of Vj, say the union of all
balls of radius 1 with centers in Vj. Thus {U1, . . . ,UN} is an open cover of H
n, and
assuming that DH ≥ 3, each Uj contains exactly one Hj. Let {χj} be a partition of
unity subordinate to this open cover, and define W to be the set of all points p where
χj(p) > 0 for more than one j. Thus W is an open neighbourhood around E . We
finally set
uH =
N∑
j=1
χjuj. (6)
Notice that this function is an exact solution of (1) on Hn \W. As we describe below,
the error term, which is its deviation from being an exact solution, is supported in
W and is exponentially small as a function of DH.
Function spaces
We next define the weighted Ho¨lder spaces
Ck,αµ,δ (H
n,H) := sech(µτ)ρδCk,α(Hn) = {u = sech(µτ)ρδu˜ : u˜ ∈ Ck,α(Hn)}.
These are exact analogues of the spaces considered in §2, and we only need to de-
fine the appropriate weight functions τ and ρ. The inclusion of H in the notation
indicates that the weight functions (and hence the spaces themselves) depend on the
configuration.
The function τ is defined to be a slight smoothing of the signed distance function
from the union of the hyperplanes Hj. Thus τ has the same sign as uH away from
H, and vanishes on each Hj. This signed distance function is smooth away from
the equidistant set E defined above. (Note that E is a union of portions of totally
geodesic hyperplanes meeting at higher codimension totally geodesic subspaces.) We
can mollify this distance function in a small neighbourhood of E to make τ smooth
and satisfy |∇τ | ≤ 1 + ǫ everywhere.
As for the function ρ, consider the function ρ0 in the one-layer case. This function
is strictly positive on Hn \ (Sn−1 ∩H), i.e. everywhere except where at infinity in H .
Let χˆ be a smooth nonnegative cutoff function which equals 1 on a neighbourhood
of H ⊂ Hn and which vanishes outside a slightly larger neighbourhood. Then for the
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configuration H we take
ρ =
N∑
j=1
ϕ∗j(χˆρ0) +
N∑
j=1
ϕ∗j (1− χˆ).
This agrees with the pullback ϕ∗j (χˆρ0) near Hj and is strictly positive elsewhere on
the closure of Hn.
Analysis of the linearized operator
Rather than finding sub- and supersolutions again, we describe an alternate parametrix-
based method for analyzing the linearization LH = ∆Hn − f
′(uH) of the nonlinear
operator in (1) at u = uH.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the minimal separation DH between elements of H is
sufficiently large. Then as a mapping between weighted Ho¨lder spaces, the linearized
Allen-Cahn operator
LH : C
2,α
µ,δ (H
n,H) −→ C0,αµ,δ (H
n,H)
is invertible. Furthermore, the norm of its inverse is uniformly bounded as DH →∞.
Proof. We have proved in §2 that if H ⊂ Hn is a totally geodesic hyperplane, and
U0 is the one-dimensional solution which vanishes on H , then L0 = ∆Hn − f
′(U0)
is an invertible mapping on these weighted Ho¨lder spaces. This means that there
is a bounded linear operator G0 : C
0,α
µ,δ (H
n, H) → C2,αµ,δ (H
n, H) such that L0G0 = Id,
G0L0 = Id.
As at the beginning of this section, for each Hj ∈ H, let ϕj be a Mo¨bius transfor-
mation which carries Hj to H . We then pull back U0 to a one-dimensional solution uj
vanishing on Hj and similarly transport the operators L0 and G0 to Lj = ∆Hn−f
′(uj)
and its inverse Gj.
Recall the open cover {Uj} of H
n and the associated partition of unity {χj}. For
each j, choose a smooth nonnegative function χ˜j which takes values in [0, 1], such
that χ˜j = 1 on the distance R neighbourhood of the support of χj , and such that the
support of χ˜j is contained in the distance R+ 1 neighbourhood of the support of χj ,
where R is a parameter to be chosen below. We also assume that R ≪ 1
2
DH, hence
the support of χ˜j does not intersect Hi for any i 6= j. Now define the operator
G˜H =
N∑
j=1
χ˜jGjχj.
This is the standard way of pasting together local parametrices for an elliptic problem.
We compute:
LHG˜H =
N∑
j=1
(
χ˜j(Id + (f
′(uj)− f
′(uH))Gj)χj + [LH, χ˜j]Gjχj
)
.
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Since χ˜jχj = χj for each j, we can rewrite this as
LHG˜H = Id +KH,
where the error term decomposes as
KH = K
(1)
H +K
(2)
H =
N∑
j=1
(χ˜j(f
′(uj)− f
′(uH))Gjχj) +
N∑
j=1
([LH, χ˜j ]Gjχj) .
To prove the first part of the theorem, we claim first that KH has small norm
when DH is sufficiently large, so that LH is in fact invertible. Granting this claim, we
can then invert Id+KH using a Neumann series. We remark that with a very slightly
more involved parametrix construction, one can show that LH is Fredholm for every
H, though the argument below relies on DH being large. It is possible that LH may
have nullspace for certain special configurations when DH is small.
To prove the claim, we first note that the Schwartz kernel of each summand
in K
(1)
H , namely χ˜j(z)(f
′(uj) − f
′(uH))(z)Gj(z, z˜)χj(z˜), is supported in the region
where z˜ ∈ suppχj , z ∈ supp χ˜j , and that in this region, |f
′(uj(z)) − f
′(uH(z))| ≤
Ce−βDH/2. From this it follows that the norm of K
(1)
H : C
0,α
µ,δ → C
2,α
µ,δ is no larger than
by Ce(µ−β)DH/2. In particular, this is strictly less than 1 when DH is large. Note,
however, that even though Gj is smoothing of order 2, K
(1)
H is not compact. This
is because the Schwartz kernel Gj(z, z
′) does not decay as z, z′ tend to infinity in a
fixed distance neighbourhood of H while staying within a bounded distance of one
another. This means that K
(1)
H is not compact.
Similar considerations apply to K
(2)
H . Indeed, by the choice of χ˜j, the commutator
[LH, χ˜j] is supported in the region where ∇χ˜j is nonvanishing, and this is disjoint
from the support of χj . Since the Schwartz kernel Gj is C
∞ away from the diagonal,
each summand in K
(2)
H has C
∞ Schwartz kernel. We can make the norm of this part of
the remainder term small by making the parameter R sufficiently large. To see this,
note that if h ∈ C0,αµ,δ , then χjh ∈ C
0,α
µ,δ too, and is supported in the neighbourhood Uj
which contains no other Hi. This means that Gj(χjh) ∈ C
2,α
µ,δ (H
n, Hj). Furthermore,
the support of ∇χ˜j has distance R from the support of χj , and the function |τ | is
approximately |tj | − R there. Hence in this set, where ∇χ˜j 6= 0,
cosh(µτ) sech(µtj) ≤ Ce
−µR.
These observations prove that the norm of K
(2)
H can be made as small as desired if
we take R large. Since DH is assumed to be large, we have the freedom to make R
large, as needed.
We have now proved that the error term KH has norm strictly less than 1 when
DH ≫ 0. In fact, the norm of this error term decreases as DH → ∞. This means
that
GH = G˜H ◦ (Id +KH)
−1
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is a right (and then necessarily a two-sided) inverse for LH, and it is easy to see that
its norm is uniformly bounded as DH →∞.
The contraction mapping argument
Equipped with the inverse GH constructed above, we can now conclude the argument
to prove Theorem 3.1.
For each H, define gH = ∆HnuH − f(uH). This function is nonvanishing only on
the set W, and satisfies
||gH||0,α,µ,δ ≤ Ce
−βDH/2.
To find a function v ∈ C2,αµ,δ such that ∆Hn(uH + v)− f(uH + v) ≡ 0, expand the
nonlinear term in a Taylor series f(uH + v) = f(uH) + f
′(uH)v +Q(uH, v) where the
last term is the quadratic remainder, and then write
LHv = −gH −Q(uH, v)⇔ v = −GH(gH +Q(uH, v))
It is straightforward to verify that if ||v||2,α,µ,δ < γ ≪ 1, then
||Q(uH, v)||0,α,µ,δ ≤ Cγ
2 and ||Q(uH, v1)−Q(uH, v2)||0,α,µ,δ ≤
1
2
||v1 − v2||2,α,µ,δ.
Now choose DH so large that Ce
−β>DH < γ. The standard contraction mapping
argument produces a unique solution v lying in the ball of radius γ in C2,αµ,ν .
In the two-dimensional case, we employ exactly the same argument, noting only
that the correction term v need not decay at the boundary of each Hj. However, the
solution v is very small, and also vanishes on ∂H2 away from the boundaries of all
the Hj. So in fact, the solution u still has u
−1(0) equal to a union of curves which
are very small perturbations of the various Hj , and the boundary of this zero set is
the same as the boundary of the union of the Hj .
Stability of solutions
Proposition 3.2. The solutions u constructed above are strictly stable. In other
words, if L = ∆Hn − f
′(u), then there exists a c > 0 so that
∫
Hn
(−Lφ)φ dVHn ≥ c
∫
Hn
|φ|2 dVHn
for all φ ∈ C∞0 (H
n).
Proof. We have already shown that the one-dimensional solution U0(t) is strictly
stable, and that (5) holds. These stability inequalities can be pasted together as
follows. Fix a partition of unity {χ2j} similar to the one used in the construction
of uH, but chosen slightly differently so that the transition region take place in the
distance R neighbourhood of Vj rather than the distance 1 neighbourhood, and such
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that |∇χ2j | ≤ C/R. Here R can be chosen arbitrarily large, so long as DH is large
enough. Then for any ǫ ∈ (0, 1), we can choose R so large that
c
∫
|φ|2 = c
∑
j
∫
χ2j |φ|
2 ≤
∑
j
∫ (
|∇(χjφ)|
2 + f ′(uH)χ
2
j |φ|
2
)
=
∑
j
∫ (
χ2j |∇φ|
2 + 2χjφ∇χj · ∇φ+ φ
2|∇χj|
2 + f ′(uH)χ
2
j |φ|
2
)
≤ 2
∫ (
|∇φ|2 + f ′(uH)|φ|
2
)
+ Cǫ
∫
|φ|2,
where C is independent of ǫ and R, uH is the approximate solution and uj is the single
layer solution U0 which equals uH in the support of χj. Finally, writing u = uH + v
where v is small, we have that |f ′(uj)− f
′(u)| ≤ ǫ in the support of χj as well. Thus
if ǫ is sufficiently small, we can absorb these terms into the other side.
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